
H ave you ever stopped to ponder just how the ISPF Editor
works? Rubbed your chin in deep contemplation, musing
over how such a piece of complex software must operate?

I certainly have. If for no other reason than boredom. Having used
the ISPF Editor since 1979, I can’t even begin to guess how many times
I have invoked its logic throughout those thousands of work days.
Probably close to 250,000 times.

During all of those years and all those uses, I think I have encoun-
tered just about every single logic path inside ISREDIT—exhausting
memory, dataset in use, I/O errors—just about all of them. And it is
precisely when some condition out of the ordinary occurs that my
curiosity is most piqued.

So this month, in a very generalized way, I will present a basic
overview of just how the ISPF Editor (program ISREDIT) works. I am
a believer in the concept that if you want to understand how something
works, go through it slowly, carefully and deliberately in a step-by-step
manner, stopping to consider the logic behind each step.

In the sections that follow, I’ll review what happens after you have
selected a dataset for edit and pressed enter on your way into an edit
session. For discussion purposes, anytime the term “dataset” or “file”
is used, such a reference refers to whatever is being edited—flat file or
PDS member.

ALLOCATING THE FILE TO BE EDITED

Allocating the file is the initial step taken by the edit program.
Allocation serves two purposes. First, any exclusive allocations by
other address spaces will be detected by the DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD
allocation that edit uses. Datasets that have a DSORG of PS (physical
sequential, or “flat file”) are allocated as OLD by the ISPF Editor. PDS
datasets are allocated as SHR.

This is the first point in time when a Dataset In Use message might
appear—trying to edit a file that something else has allocated as OLD,
NEW or MOD.

The second purpose of the allocate is more straightforward. The
ISPF Editor must allocate the file to the active TSU in order to open,
read, write and close it.

PROTECTING THE DATA TO BE EDITED
WITH ENQ

ISPF Edit uses its own ENQ/DEQ scheme to prevent concurrent
access to the same data by multiple edit sessions. This unique-to-ISPF
ENQ/DEQ should not be confused with the standard SYSDSN ENQ
used by the operating system allocation routines to serialize access
based upon disposition (DISP=OLD, etc).

ISPF Edit uses a major name of SPFEDIT (not SYSDSN) and a minor
name of the dataset being edited to protect against contention. TSO/ISPF
is a long-duration, conversational environment. The ENQ is held for the
entire elapsed time that you are editing a dataset. It is entirely possible to
contend with yourself when using ISPF Edit. This is particularly likely to
occur if you are using many split-screen edit sessions.

This is the second point in time when a Dataset In Use message
might display—someone else (or yourself on another screen) is hold-
ing an SPFEDIT exclusive ENQ on the data.

OPEN, READ AND CHECK AGAINST PROFILE
SETTINGS

Once allocated and enqueued, the dataset to be edited is opened for
input and read entirely into memory. The file is left open at the DD
where it was opened for input. It is important to understand this about
ISPF Edit: The entire file must fit into the amount of REGION allocat-
ed to your TSO session.

Large files will quickly exhaust the available memory. Prior to
Version 3 of ISPF (pre- 1989), the ISPF Editor still ran below the 16
megabyte line or in AMODE(24). Back then, if too large of a file was
edited, the Editor would simply display a File Too Large message.

Version 3 introduced 31-bit editing but still would display a File Too
Large message when the file wouldn’t fit into memory. Modern releas-
es of ISPF Edit will automatically switch to Browse if the file being
edited cannot fit into the available memory.

Additionally, data scanning and PROFILE consistency checking
occurs during the “read into memory” phase. Actual conditions with-
in the data are compared to the Edit Profile settings for the type of data
being edited. Discrepancies between the way that the data actually
looks versus the profile settings are logged. Common conflicts are
numbering, unprintable characters and recovery settings being
WARNED or NOWARNED.

These conflicts found by the editor during its memory load are even-
tually displayed as MSG lines upon the initial display of the data.

INITIAL MACRO HANDOFF

When the ISPF edit program has finished with all of its preparatory
work and is ready to present its initial display, it checks to see if an ini-
tial edit macro is being requested.

I think of this as similar to an exit—a special point-in-time and
process where a user can insert their own logic to suit their individual
needs and tastes.

When the initial edit macro concept was first introduced, there was
basically only one macro that could get executed at this point in the
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ISPF Edit logic. But more modern releases have a “pecking order” with
regard to initial edit macro invocation.

It goes like this:

� Site-Defined initial edit macro invoked first (if defined in the
ISPF Configuration Table)

� Session-Defined initial edit macro invoked second (This is variable
ZUSERMAC)

� Any other initial edit macro gets invoked last.

This last category would include initial edit macros entered at edit
entry panels, set in the edit profile or entered as a parameter to an
ISPEXEC SELECT EDIT call.

If any initial edit macro IS to be invoked, the editor executes it as if
it were a standard command. Note that certain edit functions, such as
scrolling UP or DOWN, cannot be done in an initial edit macro. This is
because the initial display has yet to appear so there is no line currency—
TOP or BOTTOM. Once all initial edit macros have completed execut-
ing, control returns to the ISREDIT program.

If no initial edit macro is being requested, nothing is done at this
point in the process.

INITIAL DISPLAY

OK, the editor is ready to present the data to you. The initial display
sets up some internal controls and issues a PQUERY to determine
screen size. Then the first screen is displayed.

EDITING THE DATA

Everything described so far, up to the initial display, is essentially
invisible. This is the entire point of this column—to walk through the
steps that happen “behind the screens” to make them visible. The point
where data is first displayed would normally be the first visible event
in a garden variety edit session. Seeing the first 24 or 43 or whatever
lines of data is a clear indication that you have successfully pulled the
data into memory in order to make some changes to it.

There are a number of special processes that occur while you are
editing. Here is a list of some of the more significant ones:

� If you are using standard edit recovery (RECOVERY ON), when
the first change is made to the data, the backup file is created.
Note that this does not apply if SETUNDO is active. SETUNDO
creates a backup file, in memory, as part of the initial display
process. SETUNDO must be enabled in the site’s ISPF
Configuration Table because its use places extra memory
requirements on user edit sessions.

� Almost all ISPF edit commands (such as SAVE, FIND, CHANGE,
etc.) are handled in a manner known as a PASSTHRU. That is to
say, most ISPF edit commands do NOT have an entry in the
ISPF global command table named ISPCMDS.

� The RFIND and RCHANGE commands are a bit trickier than
they first appear. They use specialized control block navigation
to work. RCHANGE is an exception to the PASSTHRU handling
of most ISPF Edit commands. RCHANGE does have an entry in
the ISPCMDS table.

� The SAVE command is implemented by opening the allocated
file as output and writing the entire memory contents back into

the file. SAVE also resets the backup (recovery) file to the new
initial state (if recovery or SETUNDO is on). A RESERVE
macro is established during the write if the data being edited is a
PDS member. This causes others to wait until the writing is
complete before they can proceed with an update to the PDS.

In many ways, an ISPF Edit session is a bit like a slow-motion data-
base run-unit. Data is read into memory, altered, periodically saved and
then finally ended (and saved) permanently.

With a database, the data goes up into memory buffers, is modified, is
periodically committed and then finally finished permanently. The pri-
mary similarity here is that a database COMMIT is much like an ISPF
Edit SAVE, even to the point where the recovery files are synchronized
to a new checkpoint for ROLLBACK (database) or UNDO (edit).

Of course, if a sequential data set is written and runs out of space,
the original data in that file is overlaid by the partial new data, so the
ROLLBACK analogy breaks down in this scenario. But in general, the
analogy holds.

Another point of interest here is that an edit macro is considered to
be a single change by the UNDO and RECOVERY processes. This is
why you cannot issue UNDO from within an edit macro.

When an edit session is ended by way of the END command (nor-
mally PF3), a SAVE is normally done as well as other clean-up work
that wouldn’t be done merely by issuing the SAVE command.

Same with a database—A FINISH does everything a COMMIT
does, PLUS, the entire run-unit is also cleaned-up and discharged.

To get a visual on this, the next time you are editing some data and
have made a slew of changes to the in-memory file, split the screen and
Browse or View the file you have up in edit. Then, issue a SAVE in your
edit session.

Swap to the Browse or View screen. Exit and then reenter the Browse
or View and you will see the “committed” changes.

CONCLUSION

Like so many things in computer programming, what happens at the end
of the edit program is exactly the reverse of what happened at the beginning.

When an ISPF Edit session is ended via the END command and no
out-of-space conditions are detected, the Editor will do everything it
does as part of a SAVE. It will then proceed to close the file, DEQ the
SPFEDIT enqueue and free the allocated file.

Simple. No?  
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